Fire Safety Fill Ins

What are some things you should do in case of fire?

Fill in the missing letters.

If your clothes are on fire...

S ____ P D ____ P & R ____ ___.

If there is smoke overhead ...

C ____ A ____ L ON THE F ____ O ____ R.

If the door is hot ...

F ____ D A ____ H ____ R ____ X ____ .

Once you are safe ...

C ____ ____ 911.

If you can’t get out safely ...

W ____ T FOR THE F ____ ____ ____ G ____ ____ ____ S.

Make a safety plan with ...

__ O __ R F ____ __ ____ Y.

Pick a safe ...

M ____ __ __ G ____ L ____ _.

Don’t forget to plan for ...

Y ____ R P ____ T __.

Practice your safety plan once every

M ____ T ____.

Remember to replace ...

____ M __ K __ D ____ T ____ T _____ B ____ TT ______ twice a year.
Fire Safety Fill Ins Answers

This can also be used as a word bank for younger kids.

STOP DROP & ROLL
CRAWL ON THE FLOOR
FIND ANOTHER EXIT
CALL 911
WAIT FOR THE FIREFIGHTERS
YOUR FAMILY
MEETING PLACE
YOUR PETS
MONTH
SMOKE DETECTOR BATTERIES